Coordination

Option 1
Using coordinating conjunctions

Option 2
Using only the semicolon

Option 3
Using conjunctive adverbs (also known as transitional expressions)

Notice the comma before the coordinating conjunction.

Notice the comma after the conjunctive adverb.
Subordination

Option 4
Using subordinating conjunctions

Independent clause

{ after
  although
  as (as if)
  because
  before
  if
  since
  unless
  until
  when(ever)
  where(as)
  while

Notice that there is no punctuation when the dependent clause follows the independent clause.

Option 5
Same subordinating conjunctions

{ After
  Although
  As (as if)
  Because
  Before
  If
  Since
  Unless
  Until
  When(ever)
  Where(as)
  While

dependent clause, independent clause

Notice that the comma follows the dependent clause when the clause begins the sentence.